This guide takes you through GREATEST JOURNEY, offering instructions about various elements of the app to help kids enjoy it to its fullest.

INTRODUCTION

New Captain Tutorial

1. Admiral Sam: “Welcome Recruit! We have a very special position for you. Please sign in by tapping the New Captain button.” [Press ‘New Captain’ button.]

   “That’s right! You are going to be captain. We know you can do it. Enter a name, and choose what your captain is going to look like.” [Enter a name, choose appearance, and hit ‘Launch.’]

2. “Great job captain. Your crew is ready to blast off. Tap the ‘Play’ button when you are ready to start. Don’t forget to buckle up.” [Tap the ‘Start Mission’ button.]

CHAPTER 1

Seek and Find Tutorial

3. Ship’s Computer: “Hello captain! I’m the ship’s computer, and will assist you throughout the missions. Do you see the license plate flashing on the back of the ship? Tap the license plate.” [Tap the license plate.]
4. “During your mission, stay on the lookout for these objects. When you see them flash, tap them! Fun things happen. You can open and close this menu by tapping the communications badge. Tap the badge now.” [Tap the badge.]

Surface Scanners Tutorial

5. Captain: “Helmsman, activate the scanner by dragging the icon across the screen. Don’t do it too fast though, or the scanner won’t get the information it needs.” [Drag the icon.]

If you go too fast, it repeats: “Don’t do it too fast though, or the scanner won’t get the information it needs.”
Scan Tutorial: Hold

6. Ship's Computer: “Keep your finger held on the button until the scan is complete.”

Scan Tutorial: Drag Cross Hair

7. Ship's Computer: “Drag the cross hair over the newly formed earth to complete the scan.”
Timer Button Tutorial

8. Ship's Computer: “When you see a button with a timer, tap it before the countdown is complete.”

Rapid Tapping Scanner Tutorial

9. Ship's Computer: “Tap the button as fast as you can, captain!”
Camera Tutorial

10. Ship’s Computer: “Use your device like a camera, and find the Spirit of God in the viewfinder until the scan is complete.” [Scan with the camera.]

11. “Captain, you can also switch to a touch control, and drag the viewfinder towards the target. Try it!” [Tap the button to toggle to the camera scanner mode and then scan the target.]
Pip Exchange Tutorial

12. Admiral Sam: “You’re doing a great job so far. The Pip Exchange is where you trade star pips earned during missions for fun new options, like cool hairstyles, new backpacks, and much, much more. Touch the ‘Pip Exchange’ button.” [Tap the ‘Pip Exchange’ button.]

13. “As captain, you can customize the uniforms you and your crew members wear. Touch the uniform icon.” [Touch the ‘Uniform’ button.]

14. “Good job! You can try on the uniforms before trading your star pips. Let’s try it!” [Tap the indicated pattern option.]
15. “That uniform looks great on you! Now touch the back button to look at other uniforms.” [Tap the ‘Back’ button.]

“Go through the uniforms and decide on the one you like. Touch the trade button, and you and the crew will receive the new uniforms.” [Tap the back arrow.]

“You can go back to the Pip Exchange as much as you like.”

CHAPTER 2

Seek and Find Tutorial 2

16. Ship's Computer: “Captain, let’s look at the seek and find objectives for this mission.” [Tap the badge.]

17. “Keep an eye out for these objects. Every mission has new objects to find.” [Tap the badge.]
Teleportation Beam Tutorial

18. Text on screen: “Trace the shape to supply power.” [Drag finger along shape indicated until a third of the bar at the top fills in with color. Repeat with next shape until entire line at top is filled in.]

Sheep Interaction Tutorial

Only if you find all of the ‘seek and find’ items will the following sequence appear.

19. Naomi: “If you don’t want to scare off the sheep, listen to me! Pat the sheep on the head!” [Drag finger across sheep’s scalp.]

20. “He loves that. Pet the sheep’s cheek!” [Drag finger across sheep’s cheek.]

“Aw, so cute! Feed the sheep a carrot!” [Tap the carrot image and drag the carrot to the sheep’s mouth.]

“Oh (Aw), he was hungry. Scratch the sheep under the chin.” [Drag finger across the sheep’s chin.]

“He likes it Eduardo.”
CHAPTER 3
Slider and Countdown Tutorials

21. Zoom slider appears. [Hold circle and slide to the right.]

22. As Elon flies, circles containing numbers appear. [Tap circles and swipe in the direction of the arrow before the countdown expires.]

Swipe/Rhythm Mini-Game Tutorial

23. Ship’s Computer: “Swipe the direction of the arrows as they enter the rectangle at the top of the screen.” [Swipe the indicated direction.]
CHAPTER 4
Back Arrows Tutorial

24. At various points in this chapter, a button with two back arrows appears on the screen. [*Press button with back arrows to continue.*]

CHAPTER 5
Elon’s Frequency Match Tutorial

25. Ship’s Computer: “Drag the Tuner left and right until you find Elon’s frequency. When you see the curly line start to straighten, it means you are getting close.”
Feeding of the Five Thousand Clean-up Mini-Game Tutorial

26. Ship’s Computer: “Leftover fish goes here.” [Swipe fish to left bucket.]

“Leftover bread goes here.” [Swipe bread to right bucket.]

“Dirty plates are cleaned here.” [Swipe dirty plate to the wash basin at the bottom of the screen.]

“Clean plates are placed here.” [Swipe clean plate to the blanket.]

Teleportation Repair Puzzle Tutorial

27. Ship’s Computer: “To complete the repairs, move the parts into their correct spots.” [Drag colored items to similarly shaped spot on gray panel.]
CHAPTERS 6 & 7

Elon’s Frequency Match Tutorial

28. Ship’s Computer: “Drag the Tuner left and right until you find Elon’s frequency. When you see the curly line start to straighten, it means you are getting close.”

CHAPTER 8

Soup-Making Tutorial

29. Martha: “Can someone please help me with the soup? Stir the soup please!”

[Tap and drag spoon in a circle.]
30. “Slice the carrot.” *[Swipe in the direction of the arrows along the carrot.]*

31. “Tap the bottle of sauce.” *[Tap the bottle.]*

32. “Swat the fly!” *[Swipe at the insect with the fly swatter.]*
33. “Peel the potato!” [*Swipe right and left as indicated by the arrows.*]

34. “Now slice it!” [*Swipe up and down as indicated by the arrows.*]

35. “Shake the salt!” [*Tap and drag the salt shaker up and down.*]
36. “Stir the soup please!” [Tap and drag spoon in a circle.]

37. “Slice the carrot!” [Swipe in the direction of the arrows along the carrot.]

38. “Shake the salt” [Tap and drag the salt shaker up and down.]
39. “Swat the fly!” [*Swipe at the insect with the fly swatter.*]

“Perfect! The soup is just right!”

CHAPTER 9

Armor Tutorial

40. Israelite soldier: “King Saul has instructed us to dress you in his armor.” [*Tap the helmet. Drag the pieces of armor onto David.*]
CHAPTER 10

Review Tutorial

41. Ship’s computer: “Initializing review of the previous missions, Captain.” [Answer the questions by tapping the correct option.]

CHAPTER 11

No new tutorials.

CHAPTER 12

Certificate

42. After your certificate of completion appears on the screen, the icon in the bottom left will allow you to continue to the next step in the app. [Tap icon in bottom left corner.]

Bible Tutorial

43. Admiral Sam: “One more thing before I say farewell. I have a special gift for completing the mission: your very own Bible! Learn more about Jesus by reading the Bible. The Bible is the Word of God and the most important book you will ever read! Ask the Holy Spirit to reveal God’s truth each time you read the Bible. Let’s try it! Tap the Bible to start reading now.” [Tap the ‘Bible’ button.]

For questions that are not answered above, please contact occinfo@samaritan.org.